VADEMECUM COVID19 PREVENTION
The Tournament will be held in compliance and accordance with the Covid 19 prevention protocol of the Italian Chess Federation in force on
the date of the event and specifically:

Competencies of the Organization
The gaming room, the furniture, the air conditioning system, the common areas and the bathrooms will be sanitized before the event and in the
middle of the week.
The furnishings and sports equipment will be sanitized after each round of play and in any case before the next one.
The ordinary cleaning of the gaming room, common areas, doors, handles and bathrooms will be sanitized daily and in any case before each round
of the game.
The gaming room will be ventilated for 10 minutes every hour of play. The bathrooms will be constantly ventilated.
They will be available in the entrances and in the gaming room and dispenser area with hand gel. Signs with instructions for health prevention will be
posted.
There will be no opening or award ceremony. No analysis room will be set up inside the play area.
A reception desk will be set up with body temperature measurement (if higher than 37.5° C the player is not allowed in the room) and the withdrawal
of the registration form and the health self-certification signed by the player. The forms can be downloaded from the website www.lignanochess.com.
Verification by the staff of the correct use of player protectors (visor, mask, gloves).
A visor will be given to each player who must wear it during the game and during the stay in the game room.
Tournaments will be divided into spaced areas of the hall and the entrances and exits will be regulated, the tables will have a depth of 120 cm the
distance between the chessboards will be at least 200 cm.
It is not allowed the introduction of bags, clothing, food, there will be no telephone or cloakroom service.
The organization will not distribute water or pens.
Minors not accompanied at the reception by a parent or legal representative are not allowed.
There will be no registration banquets and no registrations or payments will be accepted on site.
The public, visitors or relatives or accompanying persons are not allowed in the gaming room.
A room of immediate isolation is provided for players who visibly show symptoms of covid19 and who have a temperature above 37.5°C.
The Organizer, the Referees and the Staff, will strictly enforce the health prevention protocol under penalty of exclusion of undisciplined players.

Competencies of the Players
ŸPlayers must complete all registration, payment, membership application, online and via email before the tournament begins. Late registrations or

payments on site will not be accepted
Players (and accompanied minors) must present themselves in advance for the entrance to the hall in order to allow staggering and social distance
(150 cm) equipped with:
Ÿhealth mask to be worn during the matches for the entire duration of the stay in the hall;
Ÿdisposable gloves (pending confirmation or cancellation by FSI);
Ÿpersonal pen;
Ÿown bottle of water;
Ÿsigned health self-certification and tournament entry form.
Ÿ

They'll have to undergo a temperature measurement and hand hygiene before entering the game room.
They will receive from the organization and will wear a transparent protective visor during the games and the stay in the game room, and will take
care of it. The organization will provide its hygienization before each round.
They will receive a "players" identification card to wear until the end of the game.
It is forbidden to shake hands at the beginning and end of the game and any other physical contact.
During the game, players may not get up and walk in the game room, except in the bathroom and smoking area (outdoors) as strictly necessary.
Players must respect the distance meter by "alternating with the chessboard", i.e., they must move back with their torso and keep their back resting on
the back of the chair while the opponent makes the move.
Players shall be careful to maintain their personal distance of 1 metre without leaning over the chessboard during the decks.
The players shall not bring the forms to the referees' table, but shall signal to the referee the end of the game by a show of hands while seated.
As soon as the game is over, the player must leave immediately, without delay watching other games or walking in the game room.
It is not allowed in the game room to consume food, introduce objects, bags and clothes.
The public, relatives and accompanying persons are not allowed in the game room.
Players will take care not to touch any object, furniture or structure in the game area that is not inherent to the playing area, and they will take care to
sanitize their hands.
Players are aware that they will have to comply with the above mentioned rules and instructions of the Staff, and they are warned that failure to
cooperate will result in immediate expulsion from the tournament by the referee or the Organizer as required by federal protocol.

www.lignanochess.com

